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Step 1 Door preparation
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1. On top of door make routing for Microline hardware.
Width = 26mm
Depth = 42mm
Length = L = for Straightaway 100              = 111mm

= for Straightaway/Eternal 130 = 111mm
= for Straightaway/Eternal 180 = 130mm
= for Straightaway/Eternal 250 = 132mm 

97741 – MICROLINE INSTALLATION KIT

COMPONENTS
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2. On door edges make a mortice 

2mm deep, 7mm wide and 10mm 

high, to accommodate end cap head 

and another mortice 2mm deep and 

27mm wide along the routing for the 

end cap body

Step 2 Fitting kit NOTE: Height adjustment is made with the adjusting screw on 
Microline kit, not the pendant bolt as with the normal Straightaway 

system. To achieve the minimum gap of 2 mm, before inserting 
hanger into track or fitting kit into door, assemble the hanger with 
Microline kit: screw the adjusting screw to maximum and wind the 

pendant bolt into hanger until a minimum gap is achieved with both 
components are facing the same way( see picture on the left). 

Unwind adjusting screw until clamp is loose and can be fixed back 
to interior top edge of casing and

retract pendant bolt from kit.
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1. Butt the hardware to the edge of routing and 

secure with screws.

2. Make sure the adjusting screw faces door exterior
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Step 3 Door hanging

Step 4 Height adjustment
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Insert door guide into floor channel or door channel into floor guide, raise 

door and insert pendant bolt into clamp. Make sure clamp is raised.

Use Allen key for 

height adjustment
Place end cap over routing and secure with screw
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